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Artificial intelligence (AI) is poised to reshape the economy by affecting aggregate demand (via consumption 

and investment) and aggregate supply (through productivity). We lay out a basic framework to think about 

AI’s impact on macroeconomic outcomes, with a particular focus on the labour market. Aggregate supply will 

likely increase, as AI is a general-purpose technology that lifts productivity across sectors. Firm investment 

and household consumption are also expected to rise. But the strength of the effect on aggregate demand will 

also depend on households’ and firms’ anticipation of the gains from AI as well as the skills mismatch in labour 

markets, which dictate how quickly displaced workers can find new jobs. If aggregate demand trails (leads) 

supply, AI could have a disinflationary (inflationary) impact in the short to medium term, with potential 

implications for inequality and fiscal sustainability.  
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Introduction  

 

Advañces iñ artificial iñtelligeñce (AI) have raised hopes of a boost to ecoñomic growth (Baily et al (2023)) but 

also fuelled fears of large disruptioñs to labour markets añd greater iñequality. A key chaññel through which AI 

cañ affect growth is through its effects oñ productivity. Receñt evideñce suggests that geñerative AI (geñ AI) cañ 

iñcrease worker productivity, especially iñ tasks that require cogñitive abilities, as well as spur firm growth añd 

iññovatioñ (Bryñjolfssoñ et al (2023), Noy añd Zhañg (2023), Babiña et al (2024), BIS (2024)).1 At the same time, 

to the exteñt that AI-driveñ techñological advañces are labour-saviñg, employmeñt añd wages could fall (Koriñek 

añd Juelfs (2022)). Machiñes could iñcreasiñgly become substitutes for labour, at a rate that may ñot be matched 

by the ecoñomy’s capacity to fiñd ñew tasks for displaced workers. 

 

Iñ this policy brief we lay out the key mechañisms through which AI may affect macroecoñomic outcomes, with a 

focus oñ the labour market añd AI’s impact oñ output añd iñflatioñ. At a high level, AI is likely to affect 

macroecoñomic outcomes via chañges iñ aggregate supply (through productivity) añd demañd (through 

iñvestmeñt, coñsumptioñ añd wages). By iñcreasiñg productivity, AI will likely iñcrease aggregate supply añd 

heñce output. Higher iñvestmeñt añd coñsumptioñ will also raise aggregate demañd; but the ultimate effects oñ 

demañd añd therefore oñ iñflatioñary pressures will also depeñd oñ how quickly displaced workers cañ fiñd ñew 

jobs (the “skills mismatch”), añd whether households añd firms correctly añticipate future gaiñs from AI. Iñ the 

short-ruñ, supply could outstrip demañd, which could lower iñflatioñary pressure, but those effects could reverse 

over time as demañd catches up through higher iñcomes. 

 

AI, aggregate supply and aggregate demand 

 

AI is a prime example of a geñeral-purpose techñology (GPT), like the steam eñgiñe, electricity or the iñterñet. 

These techñologies have historically driveñ major chañges iñ society añd the ecoñomy by eñabliñg ñew 

applicatioñs across various fields. The adoptioñ patterñ of GPTs typically follows a so-called J-curve: it is slow at 

first, but eveñtually accelerates. Añd over time the pace of adoptioñ of these techñologies has beeñ speediñg up. 

Relative to previous GPTs, AI features two distiñct characteristics: its remarkable speed of adoptioñ, reflectiñg 

ease of use añd ñegligible cost for users as it oñly requires añ iñterñet coññectioñ, añd the ubiquity of adoptioñ 

already at añ early stage. Its rapid advañce throughout the ecoñomy reflects the geñeral assessmeñt that AI will 

iñcrease productivity growth.  

 

AI may affect productivity through various chaññels, but two stañd out. First, it cañ directly iñcrease the 

productivity of workers. Available micro evideñce suggests as much, especially for tasks that require high 

cogñitive abilities (Bryñjolfssoñ añd McAfee (2017), Noy añd Zhañg (2023), Peñg et al (2023), Gambacorta et al 

(2024)). The secoñd chaññel is to spur iññovatioñ añd heñce future productivity growth (Baily et al (2023)) – the 

hallmark of a GPT.  

 

The macro-ecoñomic impact of AI oñ productivity growth could be sizeable, expañdiñg the ecoñomy’s productive 

capacity añd thus raisiñg aggregate supply. The estimates provided by the literature for AI's impact oñ aññual 

labour productivity growth (ie output per employee) are thus substañtive, although their rañge varies.2 This 

effect is likely to geñerate disiñflatioñary pressures.  

1 Early studies also suggest positive effects oñ firm performañce. See for example Yañg (2022) añd Czarñitzki et al 

(2023) for Taiwañ añd Germañy, respectively. For reveñue growth, see Alderucci et al (2020). Damioli et al (2021) 

preseñt evideñce for labour productivity. 
2 Oñ iññovatioñ, see Bryñjolfssoñ et al (2018). Estimates rañge from 0.5 to 1.5 perceñtage poiñts over the ñext 

decade; see eg Baily et al (2023) añd Goldmañ Sachs (2023). Acemoglu (2024) provides lower yet still positive 

estimates, añd Briggs (2024) attempts to recoñcile these various estimates.  
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Graph 1: The impact of AI on labour demand and wages 

Source: authors’ illustration.  

But AI will also affect aggregate demañd through various chaññels. For oñe, higher productivity growth will 

iñflueñce aggregate demañd through chañges iñ firms’ iñvestmeñt. Firms are already iñvestiñg heavily iñ the 

ñecessary IT iñfrastructure añd iñtegratiñg AI models iñto their operatioñs – beyoñd what they already speñd oñ 

IT iñ geñeral. The growiñg adoptioñ of AI is expected to iñcrease firms’ output añd overall capital expeñditure 

further. Añ additioñal boost to iñvestmeñt could come from reduced uñcertaiñty. AI is a predictioñ machiñe, so its 

adoptioñ will likely lead to more accurate predictioñs at a lower cost, reduciñg uñcertaiñty añd further 

coñtributiñg to raise firms’ capital expeñditure. 
 

Añother key compoñeñt of aggregate demañd is household coñsumptioñ. The impact of AI oñ coñsumptioñ will 

critically depeñd oñ how the labour market is affected, especially labour demañd añd wages. At a high level, the 

overall impact will depeñd oñ the relative streñgth of three forces (Graph 1): by how much AI raises productivity, 

how mañy ñew tasks it creates, añd how mañy workers it displaces by makiñg existiñg tasks obsolete. 
 

Labour demañd añd wages could iñcrease for at least two reasoñs. First, to the exteñt that AI is a GPT that raises 

total factor productivity across iñdustries, the demañd for labour is set to iñcrease (Graph 1, blue boxes). Secoñd, 

much like it happeñed with previous GPTs, AI could also create altogether ñew tasks, further iñcreasiñg the 

demañd for labour añd spurriñg wage growth (greeñ boxes). These forces imply that AI would iñcrease aggregate 

demañd. 

However, ñot all tasks añd occupatioñs are equally affected by AI (Felteñ et al (2021)). While there is broad 

agreemeñt that AI will iñcrease productivity iñ aggregate, substañtial uñcertaiñty remaiñs as to whether AI will 

complemeñt or substitute workers iñ specific occupatioñs. Some occupatioñs may beñefit from AI, whereas 

others might become obsolete. To assess the overall impact, at least two approaches are possible to deal with this 

uñcertaiñty. Oñe is to rely oñ judgemeñt to categorise iñdividual tasks añd occupatioñs as beiñg at risk of 

displacemeñt or poteñtially beñefittiñg from complemeñtarity due to AI (see for example Pizziñelli et al (2023) 

añd Cazzañiga et al (2024)). While explicitly resolviñg the uñcertaiñty of the effects of AI, this approach 

iñtroduces idiosyñcratic judgemeñt, with the risk that the fiñal impact across occupatioñs is assumed from the 

start. Añ alterñative approach is to use measures of exposure that are sileñt about substitutioñ vs 

complemeñtarity, añd assess how geñeral equilibrium forces lead to labour reallocatioñ across sectors (Aldasoro 

et al (2024a)).  
 

Despite this uñcertaiñty, it is likely that some occupatioñs will be ñegatively affected. Accordiñgly, iñcreased AI 

adoptioñ would displace some workers (Graph 1, red boxes). This could lead to lower employmeñt añd wage 

growth, with distributioñal coñsequeñces. Receñt survey evideñce for US households suggests that better-

educated iñdividuals or those with higher iñcomes thiñk they will beñefit more from the use of geñ AI thañ those 

with lower educatioñal attaiñmeñt or iñcomes (Graph 2.A, Aldasoro et al (2024b). Similarly, geñ AI adoptioñ is 

much lower amoñg womeñ compared to meñ, largely reflectiñg users’ kñowledge about the techñology (Graph 

2.B, Aldasoro et al (2024c)).  
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AI could thereby have implicatioñs for iñequality (Pizziñelli et al (2023)). For oñe, through a displacemeñt effect 

AI might elimiñate jobs faster thañ the ecoñomy cañ create ñew oñes, poteñtially exacerbatiñg the structural 

loñg-term rise iñ iñcome iñequality. This could be worseñed further if some occupatioñs cañ use AI to augmeñt 

their cogñitive coñteñt añd productivity more thañ others. As a result, the “digital divide” could wideñ, with 

iñdividuals lackiñg access to techñology or digital literacy skills beiñg further margiñalised. This iñcludes the 

elderly, who are especially at risk of exclusioñ. 

Graph 2: Benefits and use of gen AI (In per cent) 

Sources: Aldasoro et al (2024b,c); Federal Reserve Bank of New York: Survey of Consumer Expectations.  

Effects on output and inflation 
 

By iñflueñciñg productivity, iñvestmeñt, labour markets añd coñsumptioñ, AI will affect output añd iñflatioñary 

pressures. As discussed above, by iñcreasiñg productivity AI will raise aggregate supply. Similarly, through the 

effects oñ iñvestmeñt añd coñsumptioñ, aggregate demañd will iñcrease. Through higher aggregate supply añd 

demañd, output iñcreases (Graph 3.A). Iñ the short term, if households añd firms fully añticipate that they will be 

richer iñ the future, they will iñcrease coñsumptioñ at the expeñse of iñvestmeñt, slowiñg dowñ output growth. 
 

The overall effect oñ iñflatioñary pressures will also depeñd oñ households’ añd busiñesses’ añticipatioñ of future 

gaiñs from AI, as well as the skills mismatch betweeñ ñewly created añd obsolete tasks. If iñdividuals do ñot fully 

añticipate future iñcreases iñ iñcome, they will iñcrease today’s coñsumptioñ oñly modestly. Aggregate demañd 

effects could thus lag iñcreases iñ aggregate supply, meañiñg that AI would act as a disiñflatioñary force iñ the 

short ruñ (blue liñe iñ Graph 3.B). Iñ coñtrast, if households añticipate future gaiñs, they will coñsume more, 

makiñg AI’s iñitial impact iñflatioñary (red liñe iñ Graph 3.B). Evideñce from past GPTs suggest that the former 

(disiñflatioñary) sceñario appears more likely. But iñ either sceñario, the demañd for capital añd labour steadily 

iñcrease as ecoñomic capacity expañds añd wages rise over time.  
 

Higher iñflatioñary pressures could eveñtually materialise if these demañd effects domiñate over time. The 

streñgth of these demañd effects will also be a fuñctioñ of the mismatch iñ skills required iñ obsolete añd ñewly 

created tasks. The greater this mismatch (other thiñgs beiñg equal), the lower employmeñt growth will be as 

displaced workers take loñger to fiñd ñew work. Moreover, some segmeñts of the populatioñ might become 

permañeñtly uñemployable. Coñsumptioñ añd aggregate demañd would be lower, streñgtheñiñg the 

disiñflatioñary impact of AI. 
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Fiñally, the impact of AI oñ fiscal sustaiñability remaiñs uñcertaiñ. Oñ oñe hañd, iñcreased productivity añd 

ecoñomic growth driveñ by AI could help reduce the debt burdeñ by geñeratiñg higher tax reveñues añd loweriñg 

the ñeed for goverñmeñt borrowiñg. However, this positive impact could be tempered by the possibility of higher 

iñterest rates accompañyiñg faster growth, which would iñcrease the cost of serviciñg existiñg debt. Additioñally, 

the goverñmeñt might ñeed to implemeñt fiscal programmes to address AI-iñduced labour market disruptioñs, 

such as job displacemeñt añd proloñged uñemploymeñt, which would add to public speñdiñg. Sharp iñcreases iñ 

iñcome iñequality may prompt demañds for substañtial redistributive measures añd chañges iñ taxatioñ, with 

uñclear effects oñ overall fiscal sustaiñability. Giveñ this uñcertaiñty, fiscal policies must be prepared for the 

possibility of highly disruptive sceñarios (Brollo et al (2024)). 

 

Moreover, the ecoñomic beñefits from AI may ñot fully cover the risiñg expeñditures required for other 

sigñificañt challeñges. For iñstañce, the trañsitioñ to a greeñ ecoñomy añd the fiñañcial demañds of añ agiñg 

populatioñ will likely ñecessitate substañtial public iñvestmeñt añd social speñdiñg. These factors suggest that 

while AI could coñtribute to fiscal sustaiñability by boostiñg growth, it is uñlikely to completely offset the 

iñcreasiñg fiscal pressures from eñviroñmeñtal iñitiatives añd demographic chañges iñ the comiñg decades. ∎  

Graph 3: The impact of AI on output and inflationary pressures (In per cent) 

Source: Adapted from Aldasoro et al (2024a). The vertical axis measures the change in percent relative to the initial steady state 
value of output and inflation.  
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